
 
 
 

 
Scott Racing Team soars on the wings of performance with ROICA™ by 

Asahi Kasei, Sitip, and Rosti. 
 

In its fourth year of collaboration with SCOTT Racing Team, ROICA™ by Asahi Kasei, 
Sitip, and Rosti continue to produce the team's uniform, confirmed for this season as 

well. 

Andriin Beeli, Gioele de Cosmo, Andrea Siffredi and Lorenzo Trincheri 

 
HI-RES PICTURES 

 
Alongside Scott Racing Team, three leading companies in their respective fields. These companies 
share values and commitment, are passionate about sports, and are determined to offer an exclusive 
and special uniform designed for advance performance. These responsible companies continuously 
elevate the uniform to the next level each year, firmly believing in the importance of ensuring 
superior performance in every aspect, starting from sportswear. 
 
Through the collaboration between athletes and the companies with a track record of surpassing 
themselves each year to create products of pure excellence, extremely technical fabrics are born. 
These fabrics support athletes from relaxed training sessions to competitions where the intensity 
pushes the body to its limits. 
 

https://we.tl/t-dLBungTcFw


The 2024 uniform features shirts and shorts made, as always, 

with Sitip fabrics. Breathability, comfort, durability, UV 

protection (UPF50+), excellent fit, and shape retention are the 

foundations for ensuring perfect performance, enhanced by 

the introduction of ROICA™ by Asahi Kasei's premium stretch 

yarn, capable of offering new levels of advanced high-tech 

performance. This yarn activates new values in the modern 

wardrobe through a range of yarn families corresponding to 

unique functionalities: ROICA Colour Perfect™, ROICA 

Resistance™, ROICA Eco-Smart™, ROICA Feel Good™, and 

ROICA Contour™. These smart and responsible yarn properties 

enable the creation of extremely innovative and high-

performance products, which are ideal when applied to 

sportswear. 

 
High-level performance is assured for athletes wearing 
the complete uniform: exceptional breathability, 
incredible lightweight feel with fabrics as light as a second 
skin, absolute comfort, softness, and pleasant 
smoothness to the touch, all contribute to achieving high 
aerodynamics, crucial for athletes and their results, 
where performance is paramount. 
 
 
 
 
Sitip's 4-way stretch fabrics, combined with a high percentage of premium stretch yarn ROICA™ 
V550 (between 22-27%), ensure a second skin effect, ultra-flat, super adhesive, and enveloping: no 
friction and a technology that allows for seamless cutting. Specifically, the fabrics used for the jersey 
are Force Plx (polyester/Ea ROICA™ V550) and Fitplus Plx (polyester/Ea ROICA™ V550), while for 
the shorts, it's Thunderbike (PA6/Ea P84B ROICA™). 
 

 
Thanks to SITIP's expertise and the presence of a 
special yarn, ROICA™ V550, the printing and colour of 
the uniform are also performance-oriented: excellent 
rendering, long-lasting durability, resistance to wear 
and abrasion, preservation of original colors, and easy 
maintenance.  
ROICA™ by Asahi Kasei, the internationally 
recognized premium stretch fiber for innovation and 
responsibility. 

 
Sitip is a benchmark in the production of unbreakable, synthetic, and elastic fabrics, destined for 
the industrial technical world and the world of sports and urban clothing. The commitment to 
reducing environmental impact and constant attention to ethics led the company to publish its first 
Sustainability Report in 2021, alongside various corporate certifications, including UNI EN ISO 9001, 



ISO 14001, ISO 50001, SA8000 Bluesign, Oeko-Tex, GRS, and ZDHC Roadmap to Zero. Sitip S.p.A. 
exports worldwide from its production sites in Cene in the province of Bergamo, Asolo in the 
province of Treviso with its subsidiary Accoppiatura Di Asolo, and Malta through its subsidiary Nylon 
Knitting Ltd. 

 
Lastly, we have Rosti knitwear, known for its technical excellence in product and image, and with 
an all-Italian production in the province of Bergamo, which responded with great enthusiasm to the 
renewal of the partnership. 
 
For Ivano Camozzi, President of the SCOTT Racing Team: "2024 is a year of reaffirmation for the 
entire winning team of the last four years, from the squad to the valuable companies that have 
supported us and continue to support us with their expertise in creating a uniform that has now 
become an integral part of our way of doing sports: innovation, sustainability, and qualitative 
excellence are indispensable values today to ensure, starting from clothing, high-level performance 
and competitiveness." 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
SCOTT RACING TEAM 
Nicola Gavardi  
Nicola.G@scott-sports.it   
 
SITIP 
Vittoria Gotti 
vittoria.gotti@sitip.it  
Marta Coda  
marta.coda@greenmedialab.com 
 
ROICA™ by Asahi Kasei 
marketing@classecohub.org 
 

SCOTT Sports - SCOTT is an international sports brand with a global approach that develops, markets, and sells bicycles, winter sports 

products, running gear, motorcycle gear, and outdoor equipment. The brand includes other labels such as Syncros, Bergamont, Bold 

Cycles, Dolomite, Bach, and Lizard. Research and development, marketing, and sales are managed by the parent company in Givisiez, 

Switzerland. SCOTT has over 1500 employees worldwide and is present in more than 100 markets. "Innovation - technology - design" 

is SCOTT's corporate mission, which precisely expresses what SCOTT Sports products stand for. 

 

ROICA™ "Advanced fit for living" is a premium stretch fiber with an innovative range of smart features to fit the modern wardrobe. 
ROICA™ shapes comfort with high quality, performance and fit, adding value to everyday life for sports, activewear, underwear, 
fashion and business. ROICA™ is a brand of Asahi Kasei Corporation. ROICA™ is also a partner of C.L.A.S.S. 
ROICA / ROICA™ is a registered trademark of Asahi Kasei Corporation 
 
SITIP - Founded in 1959 by Luigi Pezzoli in the heart of Valle Seriana and currently led by the second generation of the family, Sitip is 
a reference point in the production of warp-knitted, synthetic, elastic fabrics, and circular fabrics destined for the industrial technical 
world and the world of sportswear and urbanwear. An important part of the company's activity is Research and Development in close 
collaboration with customers and partners, enabling Sitip to be a protagonist in the textile market. The commitment to reducing 
environmental impact and a constant focus on ethics has led the company to publish its second Sustainability Report in 2022, 
complemented by various certifications, including UNI EN ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 50001, Bluesign®, Oeko-Tex®, GRS, SA8000, and 
ZDHC Roadmap to Zero. Sitip S.p.A. exports worldwide from its production sites in Cene, in the province of Bergamo, to Asolo, in the 
province of Treviso, with its subsidiary Accoppiatura Di Asolo, and to Malta through its subsidiary Nylon Knitting Ltd. 
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